Hawk into the Wild Package (6 days / 5 nights)
Available from may to july, or according hydrological conditions
Day 1: Arrival / City Tour in Novo Airão (optional: by bike)
- Transfer from Manaus to Novo Airão (2h30m - 200km) in air-conditioned vehicle.
- Lunch at the CamuCamu Restaurant.
- City Tour in Novo Airão, with tour guide. It can be done with hotel's bikes or motor vehicle.
- Afternoon optional: diving with buoys in Rio Negro.
- Dinner at CamuCamu Restaurant.
- Included optional: Focus alligator and other nocturnal animals in the Anavilhanas National Park
by speedboat.
Day 2: Anavilhanas Beach / Giant Tree / Traditional Community / Trail in Forest
- Breakfast at CamuCamu Restaurant.
- Dry Season: Soon after breakfast, departure by speedboat to visit the St. Antonio community and
Tiririca community. Interpretative Trail in equatorial forest. For lunch, Amazonian fish barbequed on
traditional home of natives. Then shift to leisure on Tiririca Beach, in the heart of the Anavilhanas
National Park. After the refreshing bath, flora and fauna appreciation of the islands, rapidly shifting to
the largest tree from Anavilhanas islands, a giant “macucu”, in raid on lowland forest and explanation
of this peculiar ecosystem.
- Flood Season: departure by speedboat to visit the Sobrado community. Interpretative trail in
equatorial forest, visiting the biggest tree specie in the Amazon, the Samaúma. For lunch, Amazonian
fish barbequed on traditional home of natives. Then shift to the largest tree from Anavilhanas islands,
a giant macucu in Parana das Araras. In return to the hostel foray through the flood forest for flora
and fauna explanation of that ecosystem assessment.
- Dinner at CamuCamu Restaurant.
Day 3: Trail in Forest / Madadá Caves / Caboclo Site
- Breakfast at CamuCamu Restaurant.
- All seasons: After the breakfast, speedboat journey (1h30) for interpretive forest trail until the
Madadá Caves and their halls of stone (full day - 3 hours trekking in primary forest). In return, visit to
Caboclo site with native fruits orchard.
- Flood season: Lunch at the Madadá Belvedere overlooking the Anavilhanas Archipelago. Rest and
contemplation in the lookout hammocks, with bathroom and toilet services, and visit the giant tree
Tanimbuca specimen.
- Dry Season: Lunch at Caboclo’s straw house, diving in Madadá stone formations.
- Speedboat Return to the Lodge (1h30), among islands of Anavilhanas National Park.
- Dinner at CamuCamu Restaurant.
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Day 4: Amazon Wild Waterfalls Tour
- Breakfast at CamuCamu Restaurant.
- Right after breakfast, we head to Apuaú river with speedboat (1:30hs). After entering the Içana
narrow river, we follow up to its main waterfall (1 hr), with baths, swim in the river and other water
activities, into the Amazonian wild waterfalls tour.
- Lunch time: grilled fish and grilled dishes in the Mirante do Gavião jungle bungalow, with bathroom
and kitchen facilities.
- After a nap in the hammock, started 1 hour trekking in untouched forest to the waterfall of Thunder
Igarapé, another tributary of the Rio Apuaú.
- We arrive at the place for water activities in the local waterfalls and natural swimming pools.
- Return to the Mirante do Gavião jungle bungalow.
- Dinner, campfire, stories from native folklore.
- Overnight in hammock in the jungle bungalow.
Day 5: Amazon Wild Waterfalls Tour
- Awakening to the sounds of the forest, our staff prepares the breakfast
- Leisure in the waterfall, pools and contemplation of the nature of the surroundings.
- Return with speedboat to the Mirante do Gavião Lodge.
- In the middle of the trip, we stop for lunch at Natives site.
- Free afternoon to rest and enjoy the recreational areas of the Lodge.
- Included Optional: massage with local herbs - Hawk Spa
- Dinner at CamuCamu restaurant.
Day 6: Sunrise / Interaction with Pink Dolphins / Departure
- Speedboat departure before breakfast for sunrise contemplating at Anavilhanas Archipelago.
- Return for breakfast.
- Speedboat departure for freshwater beaches (dry season) or aquatic trails through flooded forest
(flood season).
- In the return visit to the Pink Dolphin Floating house.
- Return at 11:00 a.m. to Lodge’s check out.
- 12:00 a.m. – courtesy lunch in Camu-Camu Restaurant, under condition of unoccupied suite.
- 1:00 p.m. - Transfer to Manaus in air-conditioned vehicle (duration 2:30 hours).
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Prices are per person, in brazilian reals and include: transfer Manaus / Novo Airão / Manaus on air-conditioned vehicles;
3 meals per day; tours with entrance fees on National Parks and bilingual tour guide (English/Portuguese). Do not include:
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, airline or bus tickets, any item not mentioned as included.

IMPORTANT: The order of tours is subject to change according to availability at the reception and
climatic conditions.

To check high season rates, holydays or new year’s eve, as well to get more information or to secure your
booking please contact booking@mirantedogaviao.com.br
For a better analysis of our options of stay, consult our prices:
http://www.mirantedogaviao.com.br/downloads/tarifarioMGaviaoEng2018.pdf
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